welcome to the future of green replication

When it comes to green replication, not much has changed over the past several years...until now.

Introducing the entirely new GradeMaster 3D Grading System. This box scraper automatically restores greens and other contoured areas to their original state, allowing you to maintain and refinish with unparalleled accuracy and efficiency.

Using Trimble machine control technology, the GradeMaster 3D allows contractors to topo the existing surface and recreate the original design once work is completed.

The GradeMaster 3D offers a comprehensive, automated process to return greens to their original design specs.

If you would like to learn more about this revolutionary grading system, click on www.laserleveling.com for more information.

LaserLeveling
800.622.5777 www.laserleveling.com

Circle 108 on card or www.onrates.com/2079-108
Turfgrass is a biological system and if abused, it will die. Be prepared because the loss of a turfgrass stand can be just around the corner. Maintaining quality turf stands that withstand athletic field conditions has always been a challenge, particularly when many events are scheduled when growing conditions are not favorable for turfgrass recovery. Properly implementing the five primary cultural practices (mowing, irrigation, fertilization, cultivation, and pest control) and using non-traditional methods are important management practices in maximizing turfgrass vigor. Non-traditional methods can be cost beneficial and extend the field performance in the long run. Using crumb rubber as a topdressing and turfgrass selection are two methods that have demonstrated improved turfgrass functionality.

Crumb rubber is simply used car tires that have had the steel belts removed and been ground into small rubber particles or "crumbs." The size of the ground rubber varies, and is similar to the particle size distribution of sands and fine gravel. Research that was completed in the early 1990's at Michigan State assessed the dynamics and versatility of crumb rubber in a turfgrass situation for athletic field use.

Original research looked at crumb rubber tilled into the soil profile of an existing athletic field. Results showed crumb rubber was an effective soil amendment, but having to take a field out of play to add it was too time-consuming and costly. So more research was initiated to evaluate cultural practices that would be more effective at introducing crumb rubber to the turfgrass/soil interface.

Core cultivation and topdressing were evaluated. Crumb rubber particle sizes of 1/4-in. and 10/20 mesh were researched. Though core cultivation was effective, topdressing crumb rubber was more so. Plus, using the 10/20 mesh was the best particle size, over time, to introduce crumb rubber to the turfgrass/soil interface.

When adding crumb rubber to a field, it is important to start off with as close to a 100 percent turfgrass stand as possible. Crumb rubber will not resurrect your turfgrass stand after wear damage has already occurred. Therefore, for an existing athletic field, the best time to add crumb rubber is before the start of a new season when your turf cover is greatest. Use crumb rubber that has a 10/20 mesh particle size and topdress it in at 1/4 inch (1/4"=600 lbs. crumb rubber per 1000 ft.) intervals until you have added 1/2 to 3/4 inch of the material.

How does crumb rubber benefit?

Crumb rubber serves two functions when topdressed: reducing soil compaction and improving wear tolerance. Crumb rubber for an athletic field acts as a "padding" for protecting the turfgrass. If an athlete's cleats damage the crown tissue area of a turfgrass plant, the turf will quickly die because the point of rejuvenation has been damaged beyond repair. Crumb rubber protects the crown tissue of the turfgrass. This limits the direct impact of a cleat or shoe, thus resulting in the prolonged wear tolerance.

After a fall season of testing using simulated football traffic, 50 percent more turf cover can be maintained by topdressing 3/4-inch crumb rubber onto a sand-based athletic field, according to research. Another benefit of crumb rubber is that it will not break down with repeated wear in high traffic areas. Thus, it will provide a cushioning benefit for maintaining increased turfgrass cover. As a result, your field will be able to tolerate more traffic, which in turn translates into more events, which in turn, translates into increased revenue potential.

Another benefit is extending your

You can see the sharp edges and angles of the sand particle (below) compared to the smooth edges of the rubber particle.
turf’s growing season. Having a 1/2 to 3/4-inch layer of crumb rubber at the soil surface increases surface temperatures enabling growth to occur earlier in the spring and later into the fall. Similarly, due to the black color, crumb rubber can act as a catalyst for seed germination when seeding either earlier or later in the year (overseeding) or starting “spring green-up” in bermudagrass. In other words, the warm season window for bermudagrass can be extended.

Potential problems
No question there have been concerns about topdressing crumb rubber if too much water takes over an area, i.e. rainfall or excessive irrigation. Crumb rubber is half the density of a soil particle, so it floats. Strategies to deal with this problem are first, be in tune with the weather and second, do not put too much crumb rubber down at one time.

Our recommendation is that no more than 1/4 inch should be topdressed in a single application. Remember, you can always add more. A final strategy is to fertilize more frequently, budget permitting. Obviously, the grass will grow more vigorously and crumb rubber will gravitate quicker down to the surface.

Turfgrass variety selection
Whether it is bermudagrass for a warm-season field or Kentucky bluegrass for a cool-season field, varietal differences for each turfgrass species are great in terms of vigor and aesthetics. Therefore, overall performance will in part be dependent upon the variety(s) chosen.

When it comes to selecting the best turfgrass varieties, you want to choose an aggressive growing variety and an aesthetically pleasing variety. It is best to have an aggressively growing turfgrass because they provide the greatest recuperative potential from damage caused by wear. Typically, turfgrass varieties that grow aggressively will be more prone to producing a thatch layer if they grow by rhizomes and/or stolons. While a more thatch-producing variety may not be desirable for a home lawn situation, for an athletic-field, this characteristic offers increased benefits, such as reducing surface hardness, and increasing shear strength.

The National Turfgrass Evaluation Program (ntep.org) is an excellent resource to compare differences between turfgrass varieties.

Even when cool-season turfgrasses are used for overseeding warm-season fields, species and varietal selection is important. Although cheaper and faster to establish, annual ryegrass, as an overseeding species, is inferior to perennial ryegrass. This was demonstrated in an overseeding study done at the University of Tennessee football practice fields last fall. The study compared perennial ryegrass
varieties and annual ryegrass for density, color, and wear tolerance. Results determined that all perennial ryegrass varieties had greater turfgrass density, color, wear tolerance than the annual ryegrass species investigated. Thus, perennial ryegrass is used as an annual turfgrass for overseeding warm-season fields. Differences in turfgrass density, color, and wear tolerance also occurred between the perennial ryegrass varieties compared. "Hawkeye" perennial ryegrass was the best variety in terms of density and color when overseeded into dormant bermudagrass and subjected to actual collegiate football practice wear conditions.

By topdressing crumb rubber and choosing the appropriate species and variety, you will prolong the wear tolerance of the turfgrass stand and improve the playability of the field for a longer period of time. Pending on your turfgrass selection and other management practices, re-establishment will be minimal in terms of cost over the long period.

John Sorochan, Ph.D., is assistant professor, turfgrass science, University of Tennessee. J. Tim Vanini, MS, is a graduate assistant in the Dept. of Crop and Soil Sciences at Michigan State.
Year in and year out, Palmer III Perennial Ryegrass has outperformed the competition. It's an annual headliner at the NTEP trials and sworn to by turf managers at major courses and across the south for overseeding. With its dark green color, especially low thatch tendency and high wear tolerance, it has become the centerpiece of any seed program.

Palmer III performs even better when matched with partners such as Prelude III Perennial Ryegrass, which exhibits slower and lower growth for a cleaner cut and good winter hardiness and Phantom Perennial Ryegrass, an improved variety with a medium texture that is extremely wear tolerant but transitions easily. The rich, dark green color of all three make them perfect for use on tees, roughs or fairways, especially in cool season climates and winter overseeding in southern states.

Best of all, they all come with the Signature Pure Seed Tag™ assurance of quality.

Palmer III and Prelude III are available alone, blended together or under the well-known MarvelGreen Supreme blend name. Phantom is sold alone or in blends as well.
Painting the perfect picture

Although many field managers use paint strictly for delineating the required boundaries and markers of the playing surface, field paints truly shine when colors are used for elaborate field art, such as football field end zones, midfield designs and other detailed logos. The following photo essay provides a glimpse of the possibilities that field paints offer.

The crew marking on the Tampa Bay Buccaneers end zone at Super Bowl XXXVII in San Diego applies the finishing touches using a low pressure airless sprayer with World Class custom paint colors. Custom stencils can be designed to make any facility look like the pros. Photos courtesy of World Class Athletic Surfaces.
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It's hard to go wrong when you're choosing between two new warm-season turfgrass varieties as outstanding as SeaIsle Seashore Paspalum and TifSport Bermudagrass. These two new patented cultivars can only be sold as certified sod or sprigs, and only by a member of a select group of licensed growers. Our top-quality producers have agreed to a stringent set of production practices. This means the grass you buy from a Florida, Georgia or South Carolina grower is going to be the same grass you buy from a Texas or California grower. And it'll be the same 10 years down the road. If you're involved with the installation or on-going maintenance of a sports field, you'll really appreciate how these turfgrasses compare to Tifway 419 and the other older varieties in use today.

While SeaIsle is similar in texture and wear tolerance to hybrid bermudas, it may offer a number of important advantages. First and foremost, it can handle multiple stresses: prolonged drought, high salt levels, waterlogging and extremely high or low soil pH levels. Secondly, SeaIsle can tolerate most types of alternate water sources, including wastewater, effluent, gray water, brackish water, and even ocean water. It requires less irrigating, less fertilizer and only minimal pesticide applications when compared to other warm-season cultivars. It also handles cloudy conditions and the low light intensity of domed stadiums extremely well. That's why it was such a good choice for the Houston Astros' new field.

Take a look at its pluses and specify SeaIsle for your new sports field or renovation project.

Looking for a bermudagrass that can stand up to the stress and demands of big-time sports, to the wear and tear of football and soccer cleats, to the punishment of baseball slides, dives and spikes? Relax; you've found it. TifSport also has outstanding color, disease resistance and cold hardiness. In fact, TifSport is performing with flying colors in stadiums as far north as FedEx Field in Landover, Maryland, on up to the Ravens' PSi Net Stadium in Baltimore. If you're a sports turf manager, you know what's important for a playing field - outstanding density, turf strength and turf quality. You need a grass that recovers quickly from day-in-and-day-out abuse. That's just what TifSport has been bred to do. Be sure to ask for TifSport by name. It makes an attractive, dark green turf.
Don Skeens, grounds director of Glynn County, Georgia Board of Education, has been using Game Day athletic field marking paints since 1995 on all of their athletic playing and practice fields. "For a field to look its best, the lines have to be bright and crisp, and the colors vibrant and true," says Skeens. "Game Day delivers custom colors quickly, on time, and matched perfectly to the team logos. The concentrated formula of 8010 Bright White allows us to dilute with water to achieve even better economies and to stay within our budget. The durability of the paint allows us to paint several days before our games, and the grass always grows back vibrant and healthy." Photos courtesy of Glynn County Board of Education.